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London’s Premier Agency for Models & Actors of all ages.
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Thank you for your application
Allsorts would like to thank you for your enquiry and look forward to
Possibly representing you for assignments in Modeling, Acting, TV
Commercials, Programmes , Photographic Shoots and the Fashion
Industry.

Below is a list of frequently asked questions that we have been
presented with over the last 20 years or so we have been in
this industry. We hope you find them useful and informative.
How can I tell if I am joining a good and
reputable agency?
The length of time an Agency has been
established is usually an indication of their
legitimacy and professionalism. You would
obviously expect a better track record and bigger
industry contact list to go hand in hand with
gaining their models & actors jobs for years
compared to a new agency which has only been
around for a few months or so. You could always
do some research and ring Companies like
Nickelodean, Hasbro, Saatchi & Saatchi, Channel
4 or M&S etc and ask which Agents they use.

What work could Allsorts find for me?
Allsorts specialize in commercial advertising for
TV Commercials, Photographic Campaigns,
Promo’s, Idents, Film/TV, Pop Videos, Corporate
Videos, Fashion Shoots and Shows.
Not every Artiste will be right for every job in
each of the above areas all the time, however
some people will work more than others due to
the requirements of the industry. You can rest
assured that we will work our hardest on your
behalf in order to gain you as much work as
possible.
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What do I need to become an Actor/Model?
There is a lot more to Acting & Modeling than just
been a pretty face. We are looking for a wide
range of looks, ages, ethnic backgrounds and
genders. Some of the Actors & Models we take on
for their good looks, some for their acting ability
and others for their personality. The important
key to success is confidence and enthusiasm.
Other things may also have an impact upon your
success such as willingness to travel, availability
and easy contactability.
How much can I earn from being with Allsorts?
Rate can always vary from client to client and may
depend on experience. To give you an idea the
current fees that models can earn (excluding our
commission} are:
Photographic Fee
£50 - £140 per hour (depending on age & experience)
£150.00 - £500.00 ½ day
£250.00 - £800.00 full day
Commercials/Corporate and Music Videos/TV will
vary depending on whether the part is featured or
background.

USAGE FEES
The above rates are for “standard usage” extra
usage fees vary hugely depending on time period,
in what medium and which counties the image,
commercial, or video is shown. Extra usage fees
can range hugely. Example below.

£200.00 - £8.000.00

How quickly will I get paid?
Because of the number of companies involved in the
process, payments can sometimes take a while to
come through. This is not like a 9am to 5pm
profession where you get paid weekly or monthly.
Payments sometimes can take between 1-2 months to
come in and in certain cases such as photographic
work in the UK or abroad payment can take as long as
6 months. Legally all monies coming into the agency
that is to be paid to an Actor or Model has to be keep
within a client account. The Actor or Model has to be
paid within 10 days of us receiving this monies so if a
payment is taking a long time it is because we
ourselves are waiting for it to come in. Remember we
do not get paid until you get paid so it is in all our
interest to be paid as quickly as possible.

All Actors & Models are responsible for their own TAX
& National Insurance. If you require any information
on this please call your local TAX Office for more info.
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How many jobs can I expect in a year?
This is an impossible question to answer. Some
Actors or Models hit it off quicker than others. A
great deal depends on which look the clients are
going for and what age group the client requires.
If a client is requesting a young blonde girl and
you are a middle aged balding man, we really
cannot suggest you for that job or we will all be
out of work.
Do I need to have professional photographs
taken?
The simple answer is yes you do if you are two
years old or above. We cannot and will not
promote you successfully unless we have good
quality professional photographs to represent
you with. We do have affordable options
available to our artistes for professional
photography packages but these can be discussed
at your interview so please do not go out and get
professional photographs taken before your
interview. Not all photographers specialize in the
modeling and acting industry and are them selves
often confused about what an agent actually
requires. If you do have professional images
already in digital format then please bring them
with you for us to look at, as we may be able to
use some of them.
Is there anything else I should consider that I
may need?
As the industry catches up with technology we
are also moving towards each Artiste having their
own introduction video on their personal profile
page within our website. You will be kept upto
date about this as it progresses.
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Any other Information you think would
help my chances of gaining work?
Most large Companies like the BBC,
Chanel 4, ITV etc all require that Adults
hold a current DBS Certificate in order to
work on their programmes or shows,
even as a Background Artiste. If you
currently hold a DBS Certificate great, if
not, the Agency can arrange to obtain one
on your behalf. There is generally a fee
payable to the Disclosure and Barring
Service when a certificate is requested.
This is not always essential to have one
but it would definitely enhance your
prospects of gaining work.

Allsorts Agency
Premier Agency representing Models
and Actors from all over the UK.

Do I need a passport?
A current and valid passport is not
necessary for some jobs within the UK
however it is essential if you wish to be
considered for projects that involve work
abroad. Although most of the castings are
either done in London or a major big city
in the UK we are often dealing with a few
jobs on a daily basis that are shooting
abroad.

What am I expected to do at an
audition/casting?
Some castings will simply involve a photo
being taken, others will involve some acting
and dialogue. At all auditions clients will
expect confidence and enthusiasm. Gaining
any level of success involves commitment
and patience. Artists can attend many
auditions before striking lucky. Most
auditions take place in central London and
are normally arranged at very short notice
(average 1 – 2 days) or sometimes even the
same day.

Who will have access to the photographs on-line?
All our adult photographs will be available to all our clients and the general public via the internet, but we limit
access to our children's photographs to casting directors and photographers. We do this by giving each of our
clients, upon request, a password to log on and search our database of children.
Do I have to live in London?
Ideally it is a lot easier if you are based in London. This is purely because 90% of the auditions and jobs are in
central London, although we do get work in a lot of the major cities around the UK. If you are able and willing to
travel at short notice and at your own expense to London then it will definitely enhance your chances of work.

Can I be in full time work and only work for Allsorts at weekends and evenings?
No. The majority of our assignments are in normal working hours Monday – Friday. If you have a job that is
flexible enough for you to take time out at short notice (remember auditions are normally 1 -2 days notice)
then it’s not a problem. Although please note that clients are not going to work around your availability. If
you can’t make a certain time or day then the job will be offered to someone else. For child Actors/Models
we try to schedule the auditions to after school but actual jobs will be in the daytime.
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How much does it cost to join Allsorts?
Fees: On the first year of registering .
£160.00 fee for the website/digital book. £40.00 of this fee is payable upfront for creation of
your own webpage holding up to 8 images, statistics, skills, CV and Show reels. The
outstanding balance of £120.00 is automatically deducted from your earnings/first job (this
could run into your second job if the full £120.00 is not covered, normally applies to children
as the pay for minors is around half of the adults). This is for management of Website, epromotion and Digital Book. Thereafter the yearly fee will be £120.00 and again only
deducted from earnings as above. If you are unsuccessful and do not work within the year,
then Allsorts will not charge you the £120.00 fee.
Why is there a fee for the e-promotion, Model book, Website and Photos?
Our Website and e-promotion system is managed by an independent company that is not part
of our agency and we get charged for these services. There is also a cost for production and
distribution of our book.
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How much commission do Allsorts take?
Children (0-17yrs)
BBC and Equity Contracts and Equity Contract TV commercials - 25% agency commission.
Photographic and Commercials invoiced outside of United Kingdom – 35% commission
Adult (18+)
BBC and Equity Contracts and Equity Contract TV commercials – 2O% agency commission
Photographic and commercials invoiced outside of United Kingdom – 30% commission
Anyone who works that is not registered with the agency commission is 35% on all jobs.
Do Allsorts guarantee me some work?
No Agency can absolutely guarantee you work, if they do look for the nearest exit!!! Once your
photo is circulating it is ultimately up to our clients who they use for each job. What we do
guarantee is the fact that we only take people onto our books that we feel we can successfully
place in jobs. Remember we are only earning money when you are.
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What do I do Next?

If you had read all the information within this brochure and are happy to proceed then please do the
following.
If your appointment has already been made then please print and fill out the personal information forms
that accompanied this brochure and bring them along with you to your interview.
If your interview has not already been made, please call the office on 0208 989 0500 to arrange this.
All applicants should be punctual and also bring the items below:

Adult’s: COMPLETED PERSONAL INFORMATION FORMS, PASSPORT, NI NUMBER, PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHS, DBS CERTIFICATE, if you do not have any of these items don’t worry we will discuss the
options at your interview).

Children: Any of the items above as per the adults that are applicable plus birth certificate. All under
18’s must be chaperoned by a legal guardian.
We look forward to seeing you soon at the allsorts office.

Tel: 0208 989 0500
bookings@allsortsagency.com http://www.allsortsagency.com
st
Allsorts Agency 1 Floor, Challenge House, 57-59 Queens Road, Buckhurst Hill IG9 5BU

